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Summer schedules affect all ages of sleepers. The student out of term for the summer break 
to the worker spending more time in outdoor activities given the mild weather lead impact the 
sleepers’ sleep rest cycle. Research findings have indicated measured advances in both readiness for 
sleep and sleep times with earlier rise times. The amount of light variability with the summer months 
for many locations to be of a longer interval, directly corresponds to these advanced sleep timings. 

For some sleepers, the advance in sleep time with a summer schedule provides more 
opportunities to extend the sleep period. The typical reporting of this is the adolescent sleep 
extension to sometimes, mid afternoon wake times. However, this situation is offset by the increase 
in activities during mild weather that may interfere with sleep length for some as school schedule 
requirements are suspended in the summer. 

All sleepers have behavioral factors that may influence the determinants of sleep (e.g., sleepiness 
and circadian rhythm homeostasis). Summer schedules invite changes in these factors such as 
environmental factors of temperature and noise levels, sleep surface such as blankets, and health 
issues such as nutrition. For example, more non-nutritious food such as high carbohydrates and 
refined sugars are consumed by children/adolescents during the summer months as compared to 
the school year in the United States. Other sleepers may be affected by their irregular exposure to 
light patterns such as the television binge viewer/video games that stay in low light with artificial 
light viewing for long hours rather than the natural sunlight. 

With these established associations of environmental factors such as light on sleep schedules 
and sleep quality, adjustments to better sleep quality are needed. As students return to school 
schedules and adults choose to turn away from outdoor exposures with less mild weather, their sleep 
schedules will need change. Thoughtful consideration and use of sleep hygiene factors are needed. 
The following sleep hygiene factors are to be considered to readjust one’s sleep pattern: setting a 
target wakeup time and a corresponding bedtime to allow for sufficient sleep, refraining for workups 
and large meals 2-3 hours before bedtime, reduce caffeine intake and nicotine use. New additions to 
sleep hygiene lists include technology use and therefore use of Smartphone/laptop screen modifiers 
are needed. These adjustments to sleep schedules will prove to be helpful in the adjustment from 
summer sleep schedules.
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